CLINIC PROTOCOL (Nurse Out/Off Campus)

ILLNESSES:

FEVER ≥100 degrees:
- SEND STUDENT HOME
- NOTIFY PARENTS THAT STUDENT MAY NOT RETURN TO SCHOOL THE NEXT DAY (24HRS)

VOMITING:
- SEND STUDENT HOME

OTHER ILLNESS: SEND HOME AT YOUR’S OR PARENT’S DISCRETION

INJURIES:

- NOTIFY PARENT OF ALL INJURIES – SPRAINS, SCRAPES, BUMPS, BRUISES, SWELLING, PAIN
  - FILL OUT INJURY REPORT AS NEEDED. LOCATED IN CLINIC AND COACHES OFFICES
- PARENT DISCRETION CAN BE USED TO DETERMINE STUDENT PICK UP
- MAJOR INJURIES – CALL EMS & NOTIFY PARENT
  - SEVERE BLEEDING/UNCONTROLLABLE BLEEDING
  - BREAKS VISIBLE WITH THE NAKED EYE
  - UNRESPONSIVENESS

SEIZURES:

- NOTIFY PARENTS
- CALL EMS FOR -
  - SEIZURES LASTING 5MINUTES (ADMINISTER DIASTAT FOR STUDENTS WHO HAVE ON CAMPUS)
  - MULTIPLE SEIZURES
  - FIRST TIME SEIZURES

ASTHMA ATTACKS:

- ADMINISTER INHALER
- NOTIFY PARENTS
- CALL EMS FOR STUDENTS WITHOUT INHALER

ALLERGIC REACTIONS:

- ADMINISTER EPI-PEN
- NOTIFY PARENTS
- CALL EMS FOR STUDENTS WITHOUT EPI-PEN

DIABETICS/OTHER MEDICATION ISSUES/QUESTIONS:

- PLEASE CALL THE BACKUP NURSE FOR ASSISTANCE
  - PRIMARY- MARK TWAIN ELEMENTARY (Andrea Hill 713-295-5230)
  - SECONDARY- LONGFELLOW ELEMENTARY (Jade Simpson 713-295-5268)